Introduction

Ndigbo like the rest of humanity have responded to the anxiety posed by the finality of death and the fate of the human personality after death (Myers, 1903). All cultures have wondered on the fate of man after he loses consciousness and personal identity in death and subsequent decay. Could this be the end of such a gloriously wonderful being as man - mmadu? Man in Igbo is mmadu. It literally translates to "behold beauty". Like cultures all over the world, Ndigbo have come up with answers and coping mechanisms to confront death.

Death in Igbo African ontology is a continuum (Anuolam, 1993). The dead continue to exist in the consciousness of the living. Existentially, the community does not consider them gone and lost (Ikwueme & Onwuegbuna, 2018). The community rather assigns them a prestigious position in the corpus of meaning in the society. Of course, only if they had met certain benchmarks set by the community. Since death is at the very core of meaning of existence among men, Ndigbo deciphered the meaning of death from the concept of self in Igbo ontology. Subsequently the meaning of death cannot be grasped without understanding the concept of self in Igbo ontology. Since death is the ultimate experience of the self, it becomes a necessity for its meaning to be derived from the interpretation of the self.

Ndigbo are not the only culture to tie the meaning of life to the meaning of death. It appears to be a universal practice. Man is basically a survivor. Life is his most prized possession. In all his endeavors, man looks out for his life. Even when he commits suicide, he does so seemingly to save his life from a perceived unbearable situation. Death is therefore given meaning in relation to life. Philosophers from the earliest times recognized the pivotal importance of death in relation to life. The doctrines of immortality of the soul and metempsychosis are products of this unique relation of the meaning of death to the meaning of life.

The meaning of death occupies no less important position in the formulation of the ethical dictates of the society. Ethics is a teleological chart way. Beyond the peace and harmony of the society, ethical propositions require certain behaviors that will guarantee man's wellbeing even in death (Trothen & Mercer, 2017). This practice is not peculiar to the Igbo African societies but fairly ubiquitous across the globe. The end of live drives ethics. The end of life cannot be discussed without factoring in the physical end of life which is death.

Methods and Description of the object of study

Who are the Igbos (Ndigbo)? Ndigbo are found in the tropical rainforests of southeastern Nigeria. They congregate majorly at the central region of southeastern Nigeria. However, Ndigbo are found in the southernmost part of Nigeria in Rivers State and Cross River State. They are also found west of the Niger in Delta State. To the north, Igbo communities appear in Benue State and Kogi State,
all in Nigeria. Beyond Nigeria, Ndigbo are found in Came-
roon, Equatorial Guinea, Jamaica and Barbados (Forest, 1999; Nwagbogu, 2006).

Although there are recent unsubstantiated tales linking Igboos to Hebrews, Ndigbo are clearly an autochthonous people (Onochie, 2015). There is no evidence of migration from anywhere in Igbo oral tradition. The Igbo tradition of origin points to Eri as the progenitor of the Igbo race. However, the tradition holds that Eri descended from the sky. This is another way of saying that Eri had no immigration history. The Hebrew account of Igbo origin, which is relatively of recent origin was recently debunked with DNA tests conducted by Israel (Ameh, 2017). Ndigbo, on the contrary have DNA similarities with people of the Niger-Congo area (Veeranah et al, 2010).

Although there are many dialects of the Igbo language, the central Igbo is understood by all Igbo speaking communities. The variations in the language clearly indi-
nicate that Ndigbo were not of a single origin. There must have been immigrations and contacts with other peoples which clearly shaped the Igbo language. However, scholars are of the view that the Igbo culture is dominant, hence it continued to be the defining culture even in Igbo commu-
nities where there are clear historical evidences of mixture with non-Igbo people. This is largely the case among Western Igbos. Despite the Edoid influences, the culture is distinctly Igbo (Kalu, 2017).

Ndigbo are a fiercely republican people. They had a traditional religious system which was neither doctrinaire in form, political nor with any formal leadership. Although the priestly people of Nri were revered across Igboland, they had no formal control over the Igbo religion. They were especially sought after to perform certain earth cleansing sacrifices. It appears that even the gods were affected by the republican nature of Ndigbo. Ndigbo traditionally do not recognize any supreme god. The concept of "Chukwu", the Supreme Being is a missionary creation. Ndigbo are a traditionally polytheistic people. A very important factor in their religious attitude is that they did not live for the gods. The gods lived for them. Their relationship with the gods was basically a materialistic functionalism. Hence, when a god failed a community, the community simply did away with it (Achebe, 1958).

Like most West African peoples, Ndigbo experienced the transatlantic slave trade. It was a traumatic experience for the slaves as Igbo concept of a slave differed radically from the Western concept of a slave. Among Ndigbo, a slave was not required to do more work than other people in the community. A slave could own a slave of his own, and people were rarely slaves for life (Olaudah, 1837). What obtained in the American plantations was brutal servitude. Consequently, there was a very high rate of suicides among Igbo slaves as they often chose suicide as a way to escape slavery (Loveboy, 2003; Isichei, 2002; Rucker, 2006).

The experience of colonialism like happened among many African peoples led to loss of identity of the Igbo as a distinct nation. Ndigbo became subsumed in Nigeria. The colonial experience led to abrupt disruption in the Igbo traditional way of life. The introduction of Christianity and the warrant chief system were among the major cultural upheavals suffered by Ndigbo.

The Human Experience of Death. Death is the biolo-
gical cessation of life. The point at which a human being ought to be declared dead is highly controverted. However, the preponderance of scientists hold that a human person ought to be declared dead when he is certified brain dead. But then, there are technical limitations that challenge this assumption. Since, a person is declared dead when elect-
ic activities cease in the brain stem (Milkos, 2009), chal-
gen this as the basis for certifying a person dead. He observed that even when a person is declared brain dead, with the help of life supporting machines, such a person will still be able to excrete, heal wounds and even gestate (in the case of brain dead pregnant females).

Regardless of when death occurs, death decisively results biologically, to loss of consciousness and personal identity. At death, the human person decays and ultimately decomposes into simpler matter. While death among other animals is accepted as the final event in their lives, humans tend to reject death as the final loss of personality and consciousness. In his religions and philosophies, man holds that somehow, consciousness and personal identity do survive death. There ought to be a bodiless realm of being where man will maintain his consciousness and personality in after death. This is the problem that has led to the investigation of the meaning of death in the Igbo African ontology. Cultures all over the world have accounts of what happens to personal the definer after death. The generality of cultures and religions believe that man survives death. The manner in which this survival of death is believed would take place differ from culture to culture. Ndigbo have elaborate ontology of the status of man at death. That is the focus of this work.

This work x-rays the Igbo unique way of approaching death, relying on library research, oral traditions and interviews, direct observations of the community's customs in practice and analyses of lived experiences in the community. It aims at bringing out distinctly in philosophical formation, the uniquely Igbo conceptualization of death as it relates to the meaning of life.

Results and Discussion
The Meaning of Death in Igbo Ontology. Death in Igbo ontology is inexorably tied to the Igbo concept of being. In the Igbo African society, the individual can only be defined only in relation Meothers (Ogbonna, 2009). One does not exist for himself. He exists for the community. The Igbo community is immortal. Derivatively, the Igbo is immortal as long as he is exists with the community. Since, the Igbo community is immortal, and the self exists only in relation to the community, in Igbo ontology death is necessarily a continuum.

The Igbo conceive their community in two essential components. The living and the ancestors. They are not viewed as dwelling in different communities but in two segments of the one and same community. The ancestors though dead are considered to be alive in the community in the spirit form. Hence the Ndigbo speak of the living dead (Ikechukwu, 2017; Egudu, 1992). Ndigbo speak of spirits but do not speak of a spiritual world. There is no dualism in Igbo cosmology. The Igbo worldview is thoro-
ghly materialistic, and is centered on man. The idea of a spiritual world where a god or a demon is in charge is alien to Ndigbo. Ndigbo conceive of the spirits ndi ichie as the departed, not as non-human entities. Ndigbo regard other non-human principles that act on the cosmos as forces, not as spirits. For Ndigbo, the gods are forces, therefore, dwell on earth. The ideas of heaven and hell are foreign to Ndigbo. Ndigbo view any location outside the community, either among the living or in the comity of the ancestors as isolation. That was why the missionaries did not gain much converts among the elderly. The idea of
a heaven away from the community, away from the comity of ancestors was to them, as much evil as the hellfire which the missionaries preached to them to avoid at all costs.

In a nutshell, the Igbo worldview is materialistic and monistic. Ndígbo believe that man has a spiritual part which survives biological death. However, the surviving personal identity does not migrate to a different world, it remains in the community which is physical and spiritual in character. The Igbo bury their dead in their homesteads because the dead are not considered lost to the family. They are considered to be revered members of the family and the community for favorable auspices from the gods, and to whom sacrifices must be made from time to time. They are cognitively functional in the community for the living must refer to the precedents set by them as guides to ethical and political conduct in the community. Community identity is central to understanding the Igbo concept of death. The dead yearn to be part of the community, thus even in death they are still tied to the community.

Requirements for Ancestorship. It is not every Igbo person that dies that becomes an ancestor. To qualify to become an ancestor in Igbo ontology, one must satisfy these conditions:

- Must have attained ripe old age
- Must have led an ethical life
- Must not have died by accident
- Must not have died from certain diseases which the community consider ominous
- Must not die unwed
- Must have been accorded a befitting burial.

Among the Igboos, those who died before ripe old age are not considered to have made it into the comity of the ancestors. They simply disappear from existence. They are neither punished nor rewarded. Neither are they required to transmigrate in any form. Death of a youth is a sad event in the community. No father in the traditional Igbo society wishes to bury his son or daughter. In such situations, they are not required to see the corpse.

Not all who die at ripe old age are qualified to enter the comity of the ancestors. The dead must have lived faithfully to the ethical dictates of the community. The ancestors are akin to saints in Christendom. They are role models to be imitated by their family members and the community at large. Those who had lived unethically become wandering spirits akalogheri who are neither welcome among the living nor among the ancestors. They are said to dwell in the wilderness, away from the rest of the community. Their spirits are said to be restless because they are not committed to the comity of the ancestors.

Death by accident is frowned upon by Ndígbo. It is viewed as bad omen requiring sacrifices to appease the gods. Those who die thus are considered to be unfulfilled. They are viewed as unlucky or to have had an unfavorable personal god chi. They do not qualify to enter the comity of ancestors neither do they become akalogheri. They just disappear. Sometimes rituals are carried out to appease their grieving spirits so that they do not become a nuisance to the community.

Among the Igboos, certain diseases such as leprosy and swollen stomach otoro are viewed as bad omens from the gods. People who die from such diseases are deemed unworthy of admittance into the comity of ancestors even when they had led ethical lives. The community however does not designate their spirits as akalogheri. They are viewed as unfortunate. They just disappear.

Even when one dies at ripe old age, after leading an exemplary life, if he is not accorded a befitting burial, he is not worthy of admittance to the comity of ancestors. This requirement has made traditional Igbo burials very expensive. The higher the social standing of the dead, the more expensive the burial. The more the titles and membership of prestigious community institutions the dead had, the more elaborate the rituals will be at death. If the dead person’s progeny are not able to meet these requirements, the dead person will not qualify to enter the comity of the ancestors. Their spirit will not become an akalogheri but will hover around their family, causing bad omens among them until the dead person is given a befitting burial and committed to the comity of ancestors.

Children are very important in the Igbo concept of meaning. A member of the community who dies unwed is regarded as a total loss to the community, especially if they died at ripe old age. Even if such a person sired children, it does not free him from such societal obligations as among Ndígbo, a man is not deemed the father of a child if he did not pay any dowry on the mother's head. Such a person, at death does not qualify to enter the comity of the ancestors. However, he does not become an akalogheri. He simply disappears.

Reincarnation among Ndígbo. Ndígbo believe that their ancestors come back to their families in the form of new borns. However, Ndígbo do not believe that the newborn is the same person as the ancestor. They recognize the newborn as a brand new person with a unique identity. However, because the newborn is a reincarnation of an ancestor, the newborn is viewed to be under the influence of the ancestor. As the child grows older, Ndígbo look out for the traces of the personality of the ancestor in question in the attitudes of the child. This phenomenon can be viewed like the seed. Although the planted seed is manifest in the new seed it yields, the new seed is not said to be that very seed that was planted. Yet, there are always attributes of the planted seed in the new seed. So is the concept of reincarnation among Ndígbo. An ancestor is said to have manifested in a newborn via reincarnation, however, as in the analogy of the seed, the newborn is not identical with the ancestor, though related. It is the concept of reincarnation among Ndígbo.

In Igbo ontology, the ancestor does not leave the comity of ancestors at reincarnation. While reincarnating among the living, the ancestor continues to dwell in the comity of ancestors from where he intercedes for the family he has left among the living. He continues to perform the important task of watching out for his family against any spiritual harm. Reincarnation of an ancestor is not limited to one newborn. An ancestor may reincarnate in more than one newborn even contemporaneously.

The dead who did not qualify to be committed to the comity of ancestors cannot reincarnate. Among the Igboos, only the dead who have been fully committed to the comity of ancestors have the power to reincarnate. Conversely, those who died at unripe age, those who did not lead ethical lives, those who died from taboo diseases, those who did not marry and those who were not accorded befitting burials, do not have the power to reincarnate.

Ethical Implications of Igbo Conception of Death. In all human societies, the meaning of death decisively influences the ethics of the society. The fate of man in death determines significantly, the ethics he would abide with prior to death. If death is not the final event of man, if there is another form of existence beyond death which requires some prior ethical choices, man's ethics while alive would definitely be influenced by such requirements.
Ndigbo are not different. The meaning of death is a significant factor in Igbo ethical system.

The greatest ethical requirement among the traditional Igbo is harmony with the community. Failure to maintain harmony with the society will lead to the ultimate disassociation which is represented in the concept of akalogheri - the ostracized spirit. The akalogheri neither joins the comity of ancestors nor the living since it is already dead. It continues to hover endlessly in desolation and loneliness.

In the Igbo ontology, morality is not directed to God or a god but the community. Although Ndigbo fear retributions from the gods as consequences of evil, such retributions are not feared in death but while alive. Ndigbo do not believe that there is either a god to reward good deeds at death or a demon to torment man for his evil deeds at death. Ndigbo have a thoroughly materialistic ontology. Morality is not seen among the Igbos to originate from God but in the community. The community is the ultimate judge of man's behaviors.

Again, prestige is of enormous value among Ndigbo. The more prestigious a man was while alive, the more influential an ancestor he would become at death. This perhaps contributes greatly to the penchant for title-taking among Ndigbo.

The Igbo Concept of Death in Relation to Mainstream Concepts of Death

Although the Igbo concept of death is intrinsically materialistic, it is not atheistic. Although Ndigbo were neither hoping for a heaven nor scared of a hellfire, they looked forward to a meaningful survival of death based on the fulfillment of certain ethical conditions. This is unlike materialistic atheism that believes that personality and consciousness disappear at death decomposing into matter of which they were composed without any spiritual or afterlife residue. Ndigbo however, believe that death is a continuum of life. The community has an invisible, spiritual part which is peopled by the ancestors. The focus of the ancestors however, is neither themselves nor a god but the community. The Christian concept of death bears significant similarities to the Igbo concept of death. There is a mutual belief in an afterlife. There is a mutual belief that morality determines one's fate in the afterlife. There is a mutual belief that the dead intercede for the living. While the Christian concept of death is otherworldly, the Igbo concept of death is earth bound. In the Christian ontology, God is the focus of the afterlife. Among Ndigbo, the community is the focus of the afterlife. The Christian heaven exists in a distant realm entirely different from the earth. Among the Igbos, the ancestor well in a spiritual part of the community. The objects of the Christian afterlife are splendor, joy and the contemplation of God. The objects of the Igbo afterlife are prestige and harmony with the community. In the Christian ontology, God passes the judgment on the fate of the dead. In the Igbo ontology, the community passes the judgment. There is no formal judgment though but in its consciousness, the community consigns its dead to where they belong. The Christian ontology makes provision for hellfire, where an anti-God, the devil reigns and serves punishment with those who had failed to follow the will of God. There is no such phenomenon in the Igbo ontology.

Even the akalogheri that is barred from entering the comity of ancestors is not subjected to any community of sufferers subject to any god or anti-god. The akalogheri suffers no physical pain but the restlessness and desolate loneliness that comes from being barred from the community of the living and the comity of ancestors.

While the Christians believe that life in the afterlife, for good or for bad is eternal. Ndigbo reserve eternity only for the ancestors and the akalogheri. Those who die young, who didn't marry or who had died from a taboo disease...
Critique of the Igbo Concept of Death

Ndigbo, like the rest of the world have refused to accept the biological finality of death. Like the rest of the world, Ndigbo have sought to dilute the disruptive effects of death in the human society by consciously positing an ontology in which the human personality defies the finality of death and continues to maintain existence even after death. All this is predicated on a supposed extra-biological nature of consciousness which is deemed to function somehow independently of matter. The entire gamut of the meaning of death in Igbo ontology is predicated on this assumed more-than physical nature of consciousness.

Ndigbo neither believe in resurrection nor rapture. However they believe that consciousness and personality live on in the comity of the ancestors. If consciousness is proven to be a thoroughly material phenomenon that returns to earth with the rest of the body, the whole gamut of meanings associated with death in Igbo ontology would be null and void as they would be fallacious and non-factual. Ndigbo do not point to any evidence as the justification for the claimed survival of consciousness beyond death. Even the immortality of personality among the Ndigbo is not universal. Dead infants just disappear. Ndigbo have no accounts of what happens to their personalities. Even youths who die just disappear. They don't enjoy personality immortality in Igbo ontology. What happens to them then? Is the nature of their consciousness different from that of the elders? Apparently, Igbo believes in selective personality immortality. From all indications, only two sets of people enjoy personality immortality in Igbo ontology: the elderly good and the truly evil. The elderly good, who of course must have married and had children, achieve personality immortality at death. They join the prestigious comity of ancestors who intercede for their families and the community. The truly evil on the other hand, become akalogheri wandering spirits who can neither disappear nor be integrated into the comity of ancestors. They become nuisances at the periphery of the community. Ndigbo however, have no form of immortality for those who fall outside above categories above: the youthful good, infants and the unmarried. The Igbo worldview is silent on the fate of their personalities after death.

Ndigbo have the phenomenon of ogbanje - the recurring infant. The infant which dies and is literally conceived and born again. Although, the phenomenon clearly demonstrates immortality of a sort, Ndigbo, however do not ascribe them personality let alone immortality. The ogbanje phenomenon was eventually proved by science to be a fallout of the SS genotype. Genotypes were unknown in traditional Igbo societies. The children with sickle cell anemia rarely survived. As the parents who were obviously a genotype mismatch continued to give birth to sickle cell anemic infants who continued to die, the infants were classified as ogbanje. Ndigbo are silent on the whereabouts of the personalities of these infants between death and rebirth (not reincarnation) simply because, Ndigbo, like most African societies do not ascribe personality to the infant.

The doctrine of reincarnation of the dead in Igbo ontology is fraught with many peculiarities. At reincarnation, the ancestor retains his personality in the comity of ancestors. But he is also said to have reincarnated in the infant in the community. How could a personality be existent in the comity of ancestors and an infant at the same time?

More puzzling is the belief that same ancestor could be reincarnated in multiple infants in the community. Has the ancestor achieved a duplication of personality?

What Ndigbo really mean by reincarnation could be reducible to "influence". When Ndigbo say that an ancestor has been reincarnated in an infant, they do not mean that the ancestor has started a new life in a new body. Ndigbo clearly recognize the distinct identity of the infant. But however believe that the infant is under the influence of the personality of the ancestor in question. Although, sometimes the parents may affectionately address the infant as if it were the actual ancestor, it doesn't go beyond that for the same parents may equally make sacrifices and pour libations to the same ancestor and not the infant! It is of significant import to note also that Ndigbo do not refer to adults as reincarnations of anyone.

Also, in the Igbo ontology, everybody is a reincarnation of somebody. Even the ancestor was a reincarnation of somebody else. So, whose personality actually reincarnates if reincarnation were really literal? It is clear that "reincarnation" as used in Igbo ontology is directly reducible without residue to "influence". The contrary would be a logical absurdity.

From the foregoing, it is clear that Ndigbo like the rest of humanity merely grappled with the crushing finality of death by putting forth not so consistent explanations, beliefs and practices to ameliorate the brutal facticity of the finality of death. Like the rest of the world, Ndigbo sought to give meaning to their existence by giving meaning to death. The gaps in the meaning of death in Igbo ontology, represent the limits of human knowledge. There is really no "outside" to the cosmos known to man. The meaning of death is paradoxically but directly tied to the meaning of the cosmos. To explain death, the meaning of the cosmos has to be comprehensively explained. If the cosmos were a mere meaningless happenstance, death then would truly be the final event in man. Ndigbo, ipso facto would be wrong about the meaning of death. But if the cosmos has evidence of order and plan, it would be impossible to dismiss the epistemological value of the meaning of death in Igbo ontology. But man can never comprehensively decode the cosmos because he has no access to an "outside" of the cosmos. Like Archimedes, man has no access to a fulcrum upon which to stand and view the cosmos independently.

Conclusion

This work set out to portray what death meant in Igbo ontology. Like the rest of the world, Ndigbo philosophically confronted death and came up with a plausible explanation of death. The explanation was basically materialistic as Ndigbo were never an otherworldly people. The ontological focus of Ndigbo was the community. Both death and life took place in, and for the community. Man existed in, and for the community. The self had meaning only in the community - I exist because we are. Ndigbo see death as disruptive when it is abrupt. But death at mature old age in a life well lived is celebrated among Ndigbo. When it is so, death subject to a befitting burial becomes an invitation into the prestigious comity of the ancestors. Only the ancestors can reincarnate. It is an honor not open to all the dead.

Death could also mean the ultimate anguish, for the akalogheri the evil doer. It could be a rejection from the comity of the living and the dead - the community; the greatest anguish the Igbo the self could suffer. Death could also be a disappearance into oblivion, as happened to
youths and infants. They have no immortality of any sort. They died unripe, therefore, could not be admitted into the prestigious comity of the ancestors. In death as in life, it is the ultimate desire of the Igbo to be with the community. Hence, the Igbo dead are buried in their homesteads, and not at the cemetery. It is the rationale for going through enormous expenses to fly the dead Igbo from Asia, Europe or America to their homestead in their village in the Igbo African community for a befitting burial and proper commitment to the comity of ancestors. If this were not done for them, they were considered lost to the Igbo African community and would never traditionally be counted as dead even in a thousand years to come. The Igbo live for the community. In death, he dies for the community, and as an ancestor, he exists still for the community, even in death.
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СМЕРТЬ В ОНТОЛОГІЇ АФРИКАНСЬКОГО НАРОДУ ІГБО

Смерть - це вибір будь-яким дослідженням людини, її кінцева головоломка. Смерть незмінно знаходится в середні людських пошуках сенсу свого існування. Різні культури в різні епохи наближались до смерті через широку гаму значень і смислів. Африканська спільнота Ігбо, як і інші культури у світі, зіткнулася зі смертю у своїй спробі філософського обґрунтування сенсу свого життєвого досвіду. Людина не повинна просто зникнути. Ігбо, як і більшість представників людського роду, відмовляються остаточно прийняти смерть. Серед Ігбо смерть - це континуум. Померлі продовжують жити в пам'яті і діяльності спільноти. Їхній статус на землі мертвих, яка, до речі, не є далекою від місця проживання спільноти, залежить від того, наскільки добре вони жили й наскільки добре їхні нащадки виконували свої обов'язки по відношенню до них, особливо щодо їх поховання. В онтології Ігбо суспільство є центром існування. Навіть у світі мертвих мертві існують для своєї громади. Вони повинні продовжувати робити добро для спільноти, забезпечувати сприятливі умови для богів. Навіть коли мертві не викликають прихильності предків, вони не просто зникають. Вони витачають своє життя, спричиняючи велике незручності для їх близьких, сімей та спільноти в цілому. Коли Ігбо помирає, він не бажає аби бути об'єднаним з богом на небесах, аби бути покараним демоном у пеклі. Його існування в цей момент продовжується в рамках "перебування з громадою". У цей момент смерті розуміється як допомога в цьому. Мислення Ігбо щодо розуміння смерті фіксується за допомогою вивчення письмових джерел, усних традицій і інтерв'ю, безпосереднього спостереження за звичаями спільноти на практиці та аналізу живого спілкування. Серед існуючих у світовій філософській спадщині інтерпретацій смерті необхідно чітко виокремлювати унікальну концепцію Ігбо, яка одночасно спосуєть й проблеми сенсу життя.

Ключові слова: смерть; пошуки сенсу свого існування; африканське суспільство ігбо; концептуалізація смерті в уявленнях ігбо.
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